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A. Fluorescence Microscopy

A. Tumor Cell Proliferation
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HT-29 cells were incubated with 1 μM 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) and oxaliplatin for 4, 24
and 48h in complete medium. Cells were then labeled for 15 min with 1 μM BRS680.
A. Proliferation rates were assessed by BrdU incorporation, and B. BBR expression
(by BRS680 binding) was determined by flow cytometry. Percent inhibition values
shown in parentheses.

C. Ex Vivo Tissue Labeling - Microscopy

Anti-Proliferative Treatment Reduces BRS680, but
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HT-29 cells were incubated with 1 μM BRS680 in complete culture medium with or
without excess unlabeled native bombesin (100 μM).
A.
Visualization by
fluorescence microscopy, and B. quantification by flow cytometry, shows the
selectivity of BRS680 binding by blockade with excess bombesin. C. HT-29 tumor
sections were incubated with 1 μM BRS680 for 15 min at RT, without (left) or with
prior incubation (for 15 min at 37ºC, right) with 100 mM native bombesin, rinsed
and imaged by fluorescence microscopy using DAPI as a nuclear counterstain (panel
C). Blue = DAPI nuclear stain, red = BRS680.

A. Pharmacokinetics
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C. Tumor Localization of BRS680
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A. CD-1 mice were injected intravenously (i.v.) with 2 nmoles BRS680. Blood
samples were obtained via terminal cardiac puncture and fluorescence was
quantified on a fluorescence plate reader. B. HT-29 tumor-bearing mice received an
i.v. injection of 2 nmoles BRS680 in a final volume of 100 μl. Mice were sacrificed
24 hours post-injection and tissues were excised, rinsed with PBS, and imaged on
the FMT® 4000 (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA), in epifluorescence mode.
Epifluorescence levels were determined using TrueQuantTM FMT software.
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B. Tumor Volume and FMT Quantification
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B. Fluorescence Biodistribution
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3 Pharmacokinetics and Biodistribution of BRS680

BombesinRSense 680

The bombesin peptide [NH2]-Gly-Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-βAla-His-Thi-Nle-[NH2] was custom
synthesized and conjugated to a 680 nm NIR fluorochrome via a short PEG linker. The
resulting product, BombesinRSense 680 (BRS680), was isolated as dry powder. Purity
was determined by HPLC (C18) UV and ELSD; yield > 90%. Stability of BRS680 was
determined by incubating the imaging agent in 100% mouse serum for 24h at 37ºC
in a 5% CO2 atmosphere and analysis by HPLC. Controls included BRS680 incubated
in PBS and BRS680 taken immediately following incubation in serum. BRS680 was
found to be >99% stable following incubation with serum for 24h at 37ºC.

B. BRS680 Binding - Flow Cytometry
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Bombesin-like peptides, including the mammalian analogs
gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) and neuromedin B (NMB),
function as growth factors in normal and neoplastic tissues.
For
example,
GRP
receptors
are
found
in
the
gastrointestinal tract where they mediate hormone release
and epithelial cell growth. These receptors are also
overexpressed in a variety of cancers and have been used
to develop imaging tracers and as targets in radiotherapy.
As a pre-clinical alternative to using ionizing radiation, we
developed a novel near infrared (NIR) fluorescent agent,
BombesinRSenseTM 680 (BRS680), designed to target and
quantify bombesin receptors in vivo. BRS680 is comprised
of a modified 7 amino-acid bombesin analog peptide labeled
with a NIR fluorophore (ex/em 665/691nm) and a
pharmacokinetic modifier, designed to improve its plasma
availability (plasma t1/2 = 1.5 hours). In vitro labeling of
human colonic adenocarcinoma HT-29 cells, which express
GRP receptors, and blocking the signal by addition of
unlabeled native bombesin, demonstrated the specificity of
the agent by fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry.
In vivo receptor expression was quantified by fluorescence
tomography after BRS680 (2 nmol/mouse) was injected
intravenously into nude mice bearing HT-29 tumor
xenografts. HT-29 tumors showed a high level of receptor
expression with approximately 30 pmol (1.5% injected
dose) quantified in the tumors at 24 hours, and lower
fluorescence in other tissues except for pancreas, a tissue
known for high receptor expression, and kidneys, indicating
renal clearance. In contrast to the fast clearance from
circulation, the tumor tissue half-life of BRS680 was shown
to be approximately 42 hours. In vivo targeting specificity
was confirmed by collecting tumor tissue from injected mice
and co-localizing BRS680 fluorescent signal with an antiGRP receptor antibody on frozen sections. More importantly,
treatment of HT-29 tumor-bearing mice with a tumor
growth-arresting chemotherapy regime decreased in vivo
BRS680 signal. Six days after beginning treatment with 5fluorouracil and oxaliplatin in mice with established tumors,
BRS680 fluorescent signal was significantly decreased in
treated mice as compared to control mice (21.55 + 4.89
versus 34.10 + 2.90 pmoles, p=0.043) paralleling the
inhibition of tumor growth (74.25 + 7.65 versus 141 +
19.39 mm3, p=0.003). Interestingly, chemotherapy did not
consistently affect the fluorescent signal associated with
ProSense® 750 FAST, an agent that is specifically activated
by the cathepsin family of inflammatory proteases, coinjected in the same animals (6.99 +1.68 versus 10.91 +
1.73 pmoles, p=0.104). These studies demonstrate the
utility of BRS680 in tracking in vivo expression of bombesin
receptors and underscores its potential to serve as an in
vivo real-time indicator of anti-tumor treatment efficacy
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HT-29 tumor-bearing mice were injected with 2 nmoles BRS680 and imaged on the
FMT4000 6-144h later. A. Shown is a representative mouse imaged at all time
points by fluorescence tomography. B. Tomographic imaging datasets were used to
quantify kinetic fluorescence changes in the tumors, heart, and liver. An optimal
imaging time point of 24h was determined based on specificity of tumor signal and
tumor to background ratio. C. To confirm proper tumor localization of BRS680 in
vivo, tumors were excised at 24h, and BRS680 fluorescence (red) in 10 mm
sections, was compared to adjacent serial sections stained with a rabbit polyclonal
antibody against GRP receptor (BB2R, green). Sections were imaged by
fluorescence microscopy using DAPI (blue) as a nuclear counterstain.

Mice (n=5 per group) were treated with oxaliplatin and 5-FU twice on days 1 and 4.
Mice were injected with BRS680 and ProSense 750 FAST (a cathepsin-cleavable
fluorescent agent) on day 6 and imaged 24h later. A. Fluorescence images from a
representative mice showing BRS680 (top) and ProSense 750 FAST (bottom). B.
Drug treatment significantly inhibited tumor growth as determined by tumor volume
caliper measurements (p=0.0012, left). Quantification of tumor fluorescence (right)
showed that while ProSense 750 FAST signal remained unchanged, BRS680 signal in
tumors significantly decreased following treatment (p=0.337 and p=0.0023,
respectively).

Summary
A hallmark of cancer is indiscriminate proliferation
and invasion to other tissues via the blood and lymph
systems. Bombesin–like peptides and bombesin
receptors (BBRs) have been the subject of
investigation for the past two decades because of the
association between these molecules and the
proliferative status of tumor cells. A wide variety of
tumors, including prostate, breast, small cell lung, and
gastrointestinal cancers overexpress the three
characterized receptor types.
In this study, we developed a near-infrared
fluorescent imaging agent specific for tumor BBRs by
conjugating a 7 amino acid bombesin peptide analog
with a near infrared fluorophore (ex/em 665/691
nm). This imaging agent, BombesinRSense 680
(BRS680), was shown to specifically label BBRexpressing tumor cells in vitro and in vivo. With
favorable pharmacokinetics and in vivo biodistribution
profiles, BRS680 is stable in mouse plasma and
exhibits an optimal imaging window between 24-48h.
In vivo, real-time imaging showed that BRS680
responds to a growth-arresting chemotherapeutic
regime while an imaging agent targeting different
biological processes does not.
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